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• Rhotics are among the latest-emerging, most frequently
misarticulated sounds in acquisition of American English [1].
• Children with residual speech errors (RSE) affecting rhotics
may be unable to perceive differences between their own
accurate and inaccurate productions [2].
• Visual biofeedback may be an efficacious treatment approach
for these children because it can bypass deficient auditoryperceptual channels [3].
• Research has shown a positive relationship between accuracy
in perceiving and producing rhotic targets in typically
developing (TD) children [4]; use as comparison sample here.
o Better auditory-perceptual acuity is associated with acoustic
measure of degree of rhoticity (F3-F2).

This study explores perception and
production relations before and after
various types of treatment.
QUESTIONS
1. Do children with RSE show
changes in auditory acuity over
the course of treatment?
2. Do children with RSE show a
positive relationship between
auditory acuity and production
skills both before and after
treatment?

1. Do children with RSE show changes in auditory acuity over the course
of treatment?
• Paired t-test: Children at posttreatment showed better auditory
acuity (smaller boundary width) than at
pre-treatment, t(61) = -3.16, p = 0.002.

Figure 3. Density plots showing proportion of participants with boundary widths
ranging from zero to 8 among TD children and children with RSE at both pretreatment and post-treatment.

2. Do children with RSE show a positive relationship between auditory
acuity and production skills both before and after treatment?
• Linear mixed effects regression
using ‘lme4’ package [10] in
Rstudio [11].
• Predict Normalized F3-F2 from
Time (pre, post), Acuity, Vowel
Context (front/ back/ central),
Position (consonantal/ vocalic/
intervocalic).
• Include a random intercept for Child
to account for individual variability.

Hypotheses: 1) Based on previous literature (e.g., [5,6]) we hypothesize that for children with RSE,
perception will improve over the course of production treatment, becoming more similar to TD children.
2) Before and after treatment, children with better perceptual acuity will show better production accuracy.
Figure 4. Changes in auditory acuity and Normalized F3-F2 for each participant. Base of
line segment represents values at pre-treatment; arrow represents values as posttreatment. Confidence ellipses (80%) represent mean values at pre (red) and post (blue).

• Acuity main effect
β = 0.19, SE = 0.08, p = 0.015

• Time main effect
β = 4.74, SE = 0.20, p < 0.0001

• Acuity and Time interaction
β = -0.41, SE = 0.08, p < 0.0001

•

Figure 1. Fitted sigmoid curves (blue line) showing proportion of “rake” responses (red circles) for each
step along an acoustic continuum. Black vertical dotted lines represent point at which participant
responded “rake” 25% and 75% of the time, representing the boundary width. Improvement in degree
of categoricity for one participant is shown, as pre-treatment (left) is 6.3 and post-treatment (right) is 0.8.

Figure 2. Acoustic waveform, spectrogram and aligned TextGrid in Praat, showing tagged
14 ms interval at lowest F3 location in one production of /aɚa/,. Region of interest is
magnified to show automatically extracted F3-F2 distance within the tagged interval.

Impact
• Auditory-perceptual acuity
o Children with RSE in various forms of production
treatment showed a small but significant change
in auditory acuity from pre- to post-treatment.
o Better acuity in TD children than those with RSE
at pre- and post-treatment; magnitude of
difference larger at pre-treatment.
• Production accuracy
o Rhotics in back vowel context had greater F3-F2
distance, likely due to coarticulation.
• Relationship between acuity and production
o Similar positive relationship between boundary
width and F3-F2 in TD children in [4] and in
children at post-treatment only.
Clinical relevance
• Strong support for children with RSE differing in
auditory-perceptual skills from TD children.
• Results suggest that perception may passively
improve somewhat with production treatment, even
when perception is not explicitly trained.
o In addition to retraining target motor plans,
treatment may also help children update auditory
targets [13] to guide future feedforward plans [14].
o Evaluate magnitude of change in perception
associated with production training.
Next steps
• Compare magnitude of change in perception with
and without explicit perceptual training.
• Although auditory acuity explained some of the
variance in production ability, other sensorimotor
skills such as the degree of specificity of motor
execution skill and somatosensory acuity may also
be predictors of production skill [15].

• Two-samples t-tests: TD children from
[4] had better auditory acuity than
children with RSE at pre, t(101.2) = -5.21, p <
0.0001), and post, t(106.9) = -2.85, p = 0.005).

Participants: 62 children (17 F; 45 M) with RSE ages 9;0-15;10 (μ = 11;5) who completed a treatment
program of ultrasound biofeedback (n = 25), ultrasound biofeedback ± perceptual training (n = 19), or
acoustic biofeedback (n = 18) at Haskins, University of Syracuse, University of Cincinnati, or NYU.

Measure of auditory-perceptual acuity:
Measure of production accuracy:
• Identification task from [4]: Listen to steps
• Stimulability task: repeat /r/ in 1-2 syllable
Front
Back
Central
along acoustic continuum synthesized from a
contexts 3x each.
Consonantal ɹi, ɹæ
ɹu, ɹa
child, 9 steps 8 times each in random order.
Vocalic
ɪɚ
ɔɚ, aɚ
ɝ
• Identify each production as “rake” or “wake.”
Intervocalic
ɪɚi
ɔɚu, aɚa
• Fit logistic sigmoid curve to proportion of “rake”
• In Praat [7], measure F3-F2 within tagged
selection at each step.
interval
of
each
/r/
repetition;
reliability
check.
• Boundary width = distance between points
•
Calculate
z-score
relative
to
normative
TD
with 25% and 75% “rake” responses.
sample
[8]
to
yield
normalized
F3-F2,
as
in
[9].
• Small boundary width = more categorical
• Small normalized F3-F2 = more rhotic
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o After treatment, individuals
with better auditory acuity
were more accurate than
those with poor auditory
acuity.
Vowel Context main effect:
o Rhotics in back vowel
context produced with
higher F3-F2 than central
vowels (β = 0.61, SE = 0.18, p =
0.0018) and front vowels (β =
0.46, SE = 0.12, p = 0.0004)
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Figure 5. Scatterplot showing Auditory Acuity and Normalized F3-F2 at pretreatment (red) and post-treatment (purple). Smoothed regression line with
standard error bars are fit along each distribution.
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